Example of Slide 1

Texas Thespian Festival 2020
TEAM DESIGN CHALLENGE

"PLAY TITLE & AUTHOR"

"Student's Name" – Scenic Designer
"Student's Name" – Costume Designer
"Student's Name" – Hair/Make-Up Designer
"Student's Name" – Properties Designer
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CONCEPT STATEMENT for "play title"

What is the team's point of view about their particular show?
- Should be arguable.
- Should be personal.
- Not a Synopsis.

Be sure to communicate the team’s vision and consider the design’s overall meaning, purpose, direction, and depth.
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CONSTRUCTION PROCESS for "play title"

- Photo of Model with out Hair/Make UP done
- Photo of Model 1/4 complete.
- Photo of Model 1/2 complete.
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COMPLETED MODEL for "play title"

- CLEAR FRONT IMAGE OF COMPLETED HAIR/MAKE-UP APPLICATION
- CLEAR PROFILE IMAGE OF COMPLETED HAIR/MAKE-UP APPLICATION
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CONSTRUCTION PROCESS for "play title"

- Photo of Model \( \frac{1}{4} \) complete.
- Photo of Project on Day 1
- Photo of Model \( \frac{1}{2} \) complete.
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COMPLETED MODEL for "play title"

- CLEAR FRONT IMAGE OF COMPLETED PROP
- CLEAR BACK IMAGE OF COMPLETED PROP
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